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Rotors, Hats &
Big Brake Kits
Street & track pads for your Porsche

W

ith states relaxing restrictions on gatherings, club
racing seems to be back
on an upswing. We have been having
great turnout for recent events and I
expect this to continue through the
remainder of they year. That’s great
news for all of us. In this issue, I’d
like to talk about a couple of frequently misunderstood aspects of
Steward’s rulings.
One of the more frequent appeals
we get from racers who have received
a 13/13 is “Everyone else avoided me
when I spun, this person should have
been able to as well.” While I understand the position, that’s not how
it works. When you spin, AKA lose
control, you initiate a series of events
that often don’t end well. Those
behind you, who are usually going
near their limit too, have to suddenly
react and avoid you, others and fixed
objects. Most of the time they do.
Other times, we are not so lucky. In
any case, if the first car hadn’t spun,
nobody would be in this situation,

and that’s what matters. Clearly in a
case where cars behind had time to
see waving flags, it could be different. But that is seldom the case. So
in keeping with our credo of looking
out for those around us, unless you
are on a wide open track, you really
need to think of solo spins as a group
activity. If the folks behind you manage to miss you, perhaps you should
go thank them.
Another point worth mentioning
comes from a conversation I had
with an old friend and trusted advisor. He mentioned that sometimes
it seemed like our Stewards are just
looking for someone to hang an incident on. I had to admit that we are.
Based on our rules, someone is
at fault in every incident. All our
Stewards are racers. They certainly
understand the concept of racing
incidents, and there are times they’d
like nothing more than to be able
to make that call and walk away.
Unfortunately, they don’t have that
luxury. So they work really hard to

determine who, under our rules, is
most at fault. Notice I said MOST
at fault. In the vast majority if incidents, both drivers involved bear
some responsibility. I think sometimes the driver found to be not at
fault, believes that their actions were
100% OK. Honestly, that’s seldom
the case.
Any time we have an incident,
everyone involved needs to take
a hard look at their actions to see
what they might have done to avoid
the incident, even if they weren’t
at fault. The ONLY good that can
come from an incident is learning
things that help us avoid incidents
in the future.
I want to thank all our racers
who continue to support our program through a difficult time. As I
mentioned earlier, things are on an
upswing. Get out there, take proper
precautions, and let’s have some fun
with our friends.

Receive a FREE fleece lined helmet
bag with each helmet purchase!

It’s the most effective
heat prevention
system.
Full systems,
replacement
parts &
accessories
available
Cool-a-Clava
Helmet Cooling Insert

Harnesses, Nets,
Restraints

See you at the track!

Logbook Tech at Club Race Events

Sabelt GT3 Harness
FIA 8835 latest spec
All 2” webbing

With the relaxation of COVID protocols, we are returning to the logbook tech system of the past.
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Cars with no PCA logbook

Cars with existing logbooks

Compliance Forms

Cars which have no PCA logbook
must be presented to tech at designated time and place for track registration. They will be inspected and
you will be issued a log book.

Cars with existing logbooks must
have the driver (or responsible crew)
present the log book (with the event
page filled out) to tech for review and
issuance of a tech sticker.

If the event is the cars first race for
the year, the two compliance forms
for the year must be filled out, signed
by the racer (or responsible crew),
attached to the log book and brought
to tech for review of the forms as well
as issuance of the tech sticker.
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Like us on Facebook to learn more about
product updates, sales and more.

Orders 866-505-2739
Tech 843-299-0997

Got questions about safety products?
We can help you choose the correct safety
equipment for your vehicle, needs and budget.

Ask for your
PCA discount!
(available on
most items)

NATIONAL SPONSOR

F

irstly, I owe yet another thankyou to the volunteers and racers that have participated this
year. We entered 2021 not knowing
exactly what to expect but, as many
know, have exceeded pre-2020 participation numbers at some events.
While that alone is a feat, following
the ever-changing guidelines makes
it even more of an accomplishment.
As the states begin to open from
COVID restrictions, our series will
continue to adjust and, hopefully,
take steps to return to what we once
considered normal. With each day it
seems that more and more of our old
practices are returning. I know most
(if not all) of you are thrilled for our
first in-person driver’s meeting in
almost two years.

I want to hear from racers

I mentioned having somewhat of
an open door policy in my previous

article and would like to again slide
that point to those involved with
Club Racing. While there is a lot of
communication between myself and
the sponsors, volunteers and tracks, I
rarely hear from racers.
The reason I place emphasis on
this has everything to do with the
future of Club Racing. As with any
organization, growth is our goal. We
have the infrastructure to support
said growth and I feel our current
bunch of racers would be all too
excited to have another 3-4 cars per
group to play with.
While on this topic, it has been
a goal of mine to condense some
of the classing within our series
and make it a bit easier for some
to jump into while not requiring
major changes to our existing cars. I
encourage racers and teams to bring
ideas to the team as we evaluate over
the coming months.

This said, I am thrilled at the current turnout we are experiencing at
each event. The five rookies we had
at VIR tells me we are doing the
right things to bring in new people.
Hiatus from racing

On a personal note, I have taken
a bit of a hiatus from racing since I
took this position of Club Racing
Business Manager. I am aiming to
get back out on the track with all of
you in the near future. I am looking
forward to working both behind the
desk and wheel.
New Policy?

I will need to confirm, but I believe
there is a new rule stating that one
must bring a cold, refreshing beverage to any Blue Shirt they pass once
track is cold.
As always, stay safe and have fun.
See you at the track!

PROTECT EVERYTHING.
CERAMIC COATING | PAINT PROTECTION FILM | WINDOW TINT
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FIND A FACTORY TRAINED
INSTALLER AT
XPEL.COM/LOCATOR
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Crystal Caves, Grand Cayman. This is a creative representation; stepping in the water is not permitted.

We’re racing again!!!

We’re racing again and am I glad
to be back at and on the track! Even
better news is that the CDC and
much of the country have relaxed
mask mandates for those of us that
are fully vaccinated. Parade in July
just announced no mask requirement there either. How we’re going
to know who has and hasn’t gotten
those shots is yet to be determined.
Let’s just hope that we won’t be
required to carry around a COVID
passport to show that we are, indeed,
allowed to go mask-less.
Mosport (CTMP) canceled

I was looking forward to working
the CTMP club race this year but,
alas, Canada didn’t – and still hasn’t
as of mid-June – allowed U.S. citizens into the country. Unfortunately,
the region and PCA Club Racing
had to cancel the race. Let’s hope
we’ll be back in 2022.
Transponders (again)

I don’t have a lot to write about
this quarter unless I want to harp on
registration problems regarding transponders that end up on the vehicles.
Been there; Done that. Timing staff
is fully aware of the issues and tries
to keep up with on-track mapping
of transponders to cars when they
don’t match the registration data we
import into the timing software. It
may take a couple of practice sessions to get clean data, so be sure to
check those practice results to see if
you’re listed.
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Race Monitor/Race Hero

In the last issue of CRN I wrote
that Timing & Scoring was supporting live timing results using both
Race-Monitor and Race Hero. I’d
like to propose an ad hoc survey as
to what your favorite is. My goal
in doing so is to determine if T&S
should focus on one of the apps or
continue to use both for the foreseeable future. I’d tell you Timing’s preference but let’s not skew things from
the team’s opinion.
And, to keep any undue preference
based on the email address, I’ve created
two accounts of equal length by which
to vote your preference. Use rm@pcaclubracing.org if you use Race-Monitor and rh@pcaclubracing.org if you
use Race Hero. One vote per email
address. All responses will be confidential but I’ll use your email address
to enforce that 1 vote restriction.

I’ve had some questions about
the status of my 968 after a timing belt broke returning from the
Road America Club race. Auto Edge
replaced a handful of valves and had
it running with enough time on the
calendar to get some break-in miles
before I parked it for the winter.
I’m still working through break-in
mileage, but it’s nice to have the 968
back on the road again.
Fini

That’s it for now. June has seen
club races every weekend, so that’s
keeping Timing & Scoring busy...
Which translates to the weekly
review of race results for me. We’ll
get a slight break in July and then
things pick up again in August thru
October where the last Club Race
we’ll have at Auto Club (Fontana)
runs in late October.

Annual Rules Change Procedure

By the time you read this, the
June 1 deadline for rules change
proposal submission will have
come and gone. The next step
will be publication (via e-mail) of
the proposals the Rules Committee deems worth considering. The
idea is that racers will comment,
whether for the proposal, against it,
or somewhere in the middle.
The most useful comments are
ones which take the long view. A
stable rules set is important for the
long term viability of the kind of
racing we do.
Professional race series change
the rules for car eligibility frequently, the idea being that professional teams want and can afford to
keep up with newer, and likely better, models. Amateur racing at our
level isn’t quite that way. Spec Boxster owners expect to spend money
on entries and event costs, on tires
and brake pads and gasoline, on
replacements for parts which wear
out, and nothing much more.
Some of our racers in the fastest
classes can afford to move up the
Cup car ladder as Porsche puts out
newer and faster cars. Club Racing
needs to accommodate both ends
of the spectrum.
Is an aftermarket part needed
because the OEM part is no longer readily available? Is the cost of
OEM disproportionate compared
with an aftermarket part which
offers no competitive advantage?
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Has time proven that this or that
OEM part isn’t quite suitable for
the rigors of racing? Or can a
change even out the balance of
performance between models running in the same class. This tends
to be tricky, as some tracks favor
one model, others another. And
among somewhat comparable
cars, the driver is the biggest performance factor.
On top of this, while the members of the Rules Committee have
a significant amount of knowledge
and racing experience, collectively the racers and supporting
shops know more. So comments
are very helpful. We pay attention
to how the yeas and nays add up.
It is a bit disquieting to receive
hardly any comment from you out
there. Aloso, we tend to pay more
attention to comments which show
some analysis.
I don’t know if it is the change to
e-mail instead of CRN for announcing proposals, but lately publication of rules for comment produces
a fair number of new proposals.
Wait, the idea is that gets done by
June. A really good idea is always
going to get consideration, but the
Rules Committee isn’t a legislature
in permanent session.
Rules Interpretation - SP911

For this class, Engine Rule A
states “All engines must run on
standard pump gas with an octane
rating not to exceed 93.” The

Porsche Racing Club rule from
which this rule is derived used
different wording: “Gasoline with
an octane rating of 92 [(R+M)/2
method] or less is required. No racing fuels or additives are allowed.
Fuel mixing to increase octane is
not allowed.”
PCA modified this rule because
there are places we race where
93 octane premium is available at
ordinary gas stations. In the US
(and Canada, too?), (R+M)/2 is the
norm. In addition, the general format of the PCA rules is to list what
you can do, with everything else
not allowed when it comes to performance. Because, when something is specifically disallowed,
some will interpret that to mean
everything else is allowed. So the
PCA Club Racing Rules contain
only a few “thou shalt nots.” Some,
to be sure - that is inevitable.
So the words standard pump gas
preclude SP911 entrants from mixing race fuel with regular pump
gasoline to nudge an octane rating
up to 93 from, say, 91, or to pour
an octane booster into the fuel.
To interpret the rule to allow race
fuel or additives renders the phrase
standard pump gas nugatory, and
rules, like statutes, are construed to
give effect to all their parts.
Since most of these cars race in
California anyway, it is fairer (and
life is simpler) just to use what the
local filling stations offer - that was
the intent.

APRIL - JUNE 2021
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This is not a complaint, but why did I ever think that
my plate would be any less full post retirement?

COVID didn’t help. While we’ve
managed to get through this period
without contracting the virus (knock
on wood), we certainly know plenty
of people who can’t say that.
It wasn’t that long ago that I carried a supply of latex gloves and face
masks in every vehicle and wouldn’t
leave my home without wearing
them. After the CDC announced
that there is very little chance of contracting the virus through contact, I
stopped wearing the gloves.
Early this year I started looking
at the calendar and made tentative
plans to cover our Road Atlanta race
in April. I had never been to this
track. It’s been on my list for years
and, the closer we got the more it
looked like I could actually get on a
plane. More on that later.
COVID restrictions Easing

By the end of April it seems like,
almost overnight, restrictions started
dropping in many places.
San Diego County finally got
down to the lowest tier. Restaurants
started indoor dining, masks came
off, commuter traffic came back and
life started looking close to “normal”
so quickly it was hard to believe.
New addition to the family

Since the last issue my family has
added a granddaughter. My youngest
daughter, Connie, had her second kid
in early June. Kate Hutchins. What a
joy!!! My wife Suesan expanded her
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Bubba role instantly. And it took just
that long for my status to drop one
more notch... (And it could not have
happened for a better reason).
PCA just dropped the COVID
waiver requirement. We’ve seen
announcements that Club Racing is
returning to our pre-COVID tech
inspection protocol, face to face
meetings are back on the agenda and
we are moving forward with a big
sigh of relief.
This doesn’t mean that we’re not
still being cautious. This virus could
spike almost instantly given the right
circumstances, but we are certainly
hoping that we’ve seen the last of it
as an overwhelming issue.
There has certainly been a lot more
stress in my life in the last year plus.
I’ve had unprecedented tenant issues
and other problems that I know
would never have appeared without
the virus. But we’re still here, we’re
still smiling, there’s a lot more to be
happy about than not, so as we optimistically move into the last half of
the year, let’s hope that things keep
moving in a positive direction.
Club Racing News

This issue is coming out over a
month past when I had it scheduled.
I have lots of material in the works,
but you’ll notice that this issue is
significantly smaller than the 76-80
pages we’ve had for the last year or
more. I’m sure that as things con-

tinue to improve that more of your
stories will start coming in
You may ask:
How do I get my story into CRN?

1. You can wait until I come to a
race track where you are and I happen to notice you for some reason
and ask you for it
2. Much better idea — call or email
me and let me know that you’ve got a
story you’d like me to print
•

•

•
•

Number 2 is certainly my preference. Some people say that
they are not good writers. No
worries. We can interview you.
We’ve got access to lots of photos to supplement what you
already have.
If you are a key volunteer for
one of our races and we have
not done a story about it, let
me know. We can almost always
find someone who knows about
the history or whatever we need
to do to make it happen.
If you know someone who has
a good story, contact me. We’ll
figure out a way to get it.
We love stories about corner
workers, key volunteers, support teams, tire guys, vendors,
management personnel... Just
about anyone or anything that
will make a good story.

I don’t do this alone. I need your
help. Give me a holler!

Gears
There is lap time in gearing and
shifting. Most that are reading this
article do not have the ability to
change gear ratios, but those that
do would benefit from choosing the
correct ratios. If you can’t change
ratios and don’t care, skip this part
of the article and go down to where
I talk about shifting.
When we, drivers, would work
with engineers on what gear ratios
to select, we had to address the
practical and data application. The
engineer would look at the straights
and see the acceleration and gear all
gears to accelerate the best down
that long straight. The drivers would
then be off power to accelerate
through many other corners on the
track. That is where the driver input
becomes critical. It might be worth
changing the ratio in say 3rd gear
slightly shorter or longer to have
more power exiting a corner but
then modifying 4th and 5th gears to
not sacrifice the acceleration on that
long straight too much.
Everything is a compromise and
you have to make smart choices to
get the most you can. That is similar
to wing angle in theory. Flatten the
wing to go fast down the straight and
pass everyone but if you are so slow
in the rest of the track you can’t even
keep up to the straight, you can’t pass
anyone because they are so far ahead.
Shifting
Whether you can change ratios or
not, shifting when and where affects
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lap time. When to up-shift is important to acceleration. We can get caught
up in wrong data analysis if we don’t
look at it correctly. If you look at the
engine power dyno sheet it can help,
but I have seen many people say you
have to shift at peak power, if you
go over that it is not good. That is a
misconception.
When you shift the RPM drops
down to way below the power peak.
Try to keep the peak power (which
could be HP and/or torque) somewhere in the middle of the RPM
range you are using. Let’s say peak
power would be 7,500 RPM and
the drop in RPM is 1,000 from one
gear to the next taller gear. If you
shift at 7,500 the engine will drop
to 6,500 and take a while to get back
to real power. If you shift at 8,000
(providing your RPM redline limit is
8,000 or higher) the engine will drop
to 7,000. Now you are keeping the
RPM closer to peak power through
the entire RPM range you are using.
We can calculate the best RPM to
shift at but there are so many variables it’s difficult to calculate accurately. That’s where trial and error
come in as a driver. It’s also where the
straights can help with this diagnosis.
Let’s say your engine peak power is
at 7,500. When you come off a slow
corner on to a long straight shift at
8,000 where the redline is in all gears,
usually close to correct. Do that several laps then, in the same session
where all conditions are the same,
shift at 7,800. Then shift at 8,100 if
it’s safe for the engine.

Be sure you don’t get a draft in
any of these laps or note what laps
you get a draft so you can exclude
those from comparison. Then, after
the session, pull the laptop out and
compare just that straight for acceleration and see which shift point was
the best.
I remember Porsche coming to tell
us years ago (in the 996 GT car) to
shift 200 RPM before the redline/
limiter. It was so hard as a driver
to do because it goes against your
instincts to shift what you perceive
as early. Even after it was clear it was
faster it was difficult to get yourself
to do it. One thing is certain, hitting
the rev limiter is always slower and
not good for the engine. It is faster
to shift early than to shift after hitting the limiter.
Downshifting
Downshifting is another option
we have to decide when, where and
how many gears to downshift. We
have to decide which gear we think
will be fastest exiting a corner but
also which is best for us. Let’s look
at Road Atlanta turn 6 and 7. If you
are not familiar with it, just look at
a track map. Let’s say we approach
Turn 6 in 5th gear. We think exiting
Turn 7 would be fastest in 2nd.
When do we downshift from 5th
to 2nd? Options are downshift to
4th or 3rd for Turn 6 and downshift
to 2nd for Turn 7. Exiting Turn 6
is very short acceleration before we
brake hard for Turn 7, so the gear we
exit Turn 6 is less critical. We have

to decide when we are most efficient
downshifting. If we use 4th in Turn
6 then we have 2 gears to downshift
in Turn 7. If we use 3rd for Turn 6
we have 2 gears to downshift there
but now only 1 gear to downshift in
Turn 7.
Selecting a gear for a corner is
another choice. Sometimes it is
just between gears. Turn 7 at Road
Atlanta is one of those corners,... Is
2nd or 3rd faster? It may be faster
for 2nd with a Porsche factory ace
driving, but we may be faster using
3rd because of the short time we are
in 2nd before having to shift up to
3rd and the difficulty in downshifting
to 2nd and re-up shifting to 3rd. We

may be more efficient just using 3rd.
Always use the taller gear first
and master the corner, then try the
shorter gear to see if you will be
faster. If you start with the shorter
gear you may artificially over slow the
corner because of the shorter gear.

Try things different ways to see
which is faster for you. Be sure to do
several laps each way to be sure you
have achieved the best
from each.

Drawing by Mugs

Apr 3-4

Golden Gate

Thunderhill

Sep 18-19

Rocky Mountain

High Plains

May 22-23

Golden Gate

Buttonwillow

Sep 25-26

Golden Gate

Thunderhill

Jun 12-13

Intermountain UMC (Miller)

Oct 9-10

Golden Gate

Sonoma

Jul 3-4

Golden Gate

Oct 30-31

Zone 8

Auto Club

Sonoma
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Demon Speed is a Proud Sponsor of PCA
and the 2021 PCA Club Racing Program
Highly Engineered Solutions
for your Porsche Track Needs
Register at: http://register.pca.org

Dates
Region/Zone

Event
Additional info

		
Jun 4-6
Watkins Glen*
Zone 1		
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Schedule, News, Forms, Information: http://PCAClubRacing.org

(216) 333-1200

Event Contact

Clubsport, 944Cup East

Pete Tremper
609.221.3854
Tremper9146@aol.com

Jun 12-13
UMC (Miller)		
Intermountain		
PCA 944 Series, Coast Series

Bob Jones		
801.718.1901
rbj87911@gmail.com

Jun 18-20
VIR*
Zone 2		

Phil Grandfield
757.635.0892
Filthyf14@yahoo.com

Clubsport, 944Cup East, Vintage

Jul 3-4
Sonoma Raceway
Golden Gate		
PCA 944 Series, West Coast Series

James McClelland
925.286.2336
McClelland.ggr@gmail.com

Jul 24-25
Brainerd*
Nord Stern		

Dan Perinovic
perlnovicdan@gmail.com

PCA 944 Series

Jul 30-Aug 1
CTMP (Mosport)* CANCELLED
Upper Canada		
PCA 944 Series

Jackie Metcalfe
226.343.0552
j.Metcalfe@hotmail.ca

Aug 13-15
Mid Ohio*
Mid Ohio		

PCA 944 Series

Chip Henderson
614.491.0150
club.race@morpca.org

Aug 13-15
NJMP*		
Schattenbaum		
PCA 944 Series

Dan Petchel
609.298.2277
carsInc@cp,cast.net

Sep 4-6
Road America*
Chicago		

PCA 944 Series, Clubsport,

Cheryl Lehman Collier 312.402.6112
RoadAmerica-trac@pca-chicago.org

Sep 17-19
Summit Point*
Potomac		

PCA 944 Series, Vintage

Pat Kaunitz		
410.486.1456
Pat@pcapotomac.org

Sep 18-19
High Plains*
Rocky Mountain		

PCA 944 Series, WCS

Cherie Talbert
ClubRace@rmrporscheclub.com

Sep 25-26
Thunderhill		
Golden Gate		
PCA 944 Series, West Coast Series

James McClelland
925.286.2336
McClelland.ggr@gmail.com

Oct 9-10
Sonoma		
Golden Gate		
PCA 944 Series, West Coast Series

James McClelland
925.286.2336
McClelland.ggr@gmail.com

Oct 15-17
Eagles Canyon*		
Maverick		
PCA 944 Series

David Hodges
clubrace@mavpca.org

Oct 22-24
Daytona*		
Zone 12		
PCA 944 Series

Jamie Thole
jamie@cdsigns.net

Oct 30-31
Auto Club		
Zone 8		
PCA 944 Series, West Coast Series
		
* Indicates an Enduro

Tom Brown		
760.505.3286
tb911@tbsoftware.net

904.813.1254

Demon Speed is your Stocking Dealer
for the 991 Cup GTD1 Wheels made
Speciﬁcally for the 991 Cup Cars.
Step up to quality Made In America
Wheels by Forgeline.

THE 996 CUP SPOILER
IS BACK !!
Come and see the ‘new’
996 Cup Spoiler. Made
from the same material
as the original.

Now at Demon Speed

Make Demon Speed your GT3
Cup replacement parts HQ.
We are manufacturing the
parts to keep your car
running as fast as new.

Demon Speed offers
Racing Tire Warmers
This is the best way
to improve your track
experience for only
$894 per set.

www.demonspeedmotorsports.com
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Pro & Club Motorsports
Insurance Programs
Insurance Office of America (IOA) is proud to
introduce its Motorsports Insurance Program.
As a provider in all 50 States and most foreign
countries, this exclusive new program is designed
for most operations associated with Pro or
Club Motorsports. The coverage forms for the
Motorsports Program are broad with a tailored
approach for unique coverage circumstances.

EAGLES CANYON RACEWAY
OUR RABBIT HOLE IS DEEPER THAN YOURS
STORY & PHOTOS PROVIDED BY LIVIO AND PAULA GALANTI

Y

ou have to have some screws
loose to want to build a race
track. Fortunately, my wife,
Paula, is crazier than I am. Amazingly… We are still married.
A deep rabbit hole

Racing – it is a deep, deep rabbit
hole. Ours ended up being about
three feet deep and 2.7 miles long –
and that’s just the asphalt track part.
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How does it happen – you ask ?

Blink

Well – you walk into a Porsche
dealership (at the ripe age of 43) and
you experience that quintessential
moment of joy. You can finally afford
a swanky car. The car that was, until
now, an unattainable picture on the
wall. Big Ego Moment. 911 S Cab
(991.1). So Sweet ! For the first week
– you walk to the garage every night
just to look at it.

You blink – and you are at a track
day. You show up super early – nervous, excited, scared.
Let’s take your swanky new
Porsche on a race track with the
Porsche Club. No idea what it will be
like. Well… It’s incredible, but you
quickly discover that you don’t know
how to drive. Low Ego Moment.

Let our experience team of consultants evaluate your
insurance needs to take control of long-term risk
management costs.
Products offered include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shop/Auto Coverage
Business Personal Property
Building Coverage
Business Income & Extra Expense
Owners & Sponsors
No Coinsurance
Loss Based on Agreed Value Basis
Electronic Data
Motorsports Events
Contingent/Prize Indemnity

UNDERWRITING INFORMATION REQUIRED:
• Motorsports Applications
• Current Loss Runs 5 Years

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Race Owners & Sponsors Liability
Foreign Liability
Excess Limits Liability
Workers’ Compensation
Off Track & Storage
Special Events
Business Insurance
Commercial Automobile
Garage Keepers Liability
On-Track Physical Damage

•

Copy of Contracts/Sponsorship
Agreements
Workers’ Compensation Experience
Modification

•

For more information and to request an application call 407.212.3542
or email motorsports@ioausa.com

Blink again

Blink – you buy a track car. GT3
RS – 997.2 – WOW ! It is apparently
OK to own more than one swanky
car; that’s the new normal.
Blink 3

Blink – you buy a race car. 911
Cup. Wait… That’s too much car.
Reset – Buy a Spec Boxster and learn
to drive (again). Then start racing
with PCA. That is the gift that keeps
on giving… And also taking from
your bank account!
Eagles Canyon

One day at the track you meet
someone who actually owns the race
track and, guess what, it needs some
help. The track is so much fun to
drive -- but it’s a mess.
Paula and I drive to the top of a
hill and we fall in love with the view.
Eagles Canyon looks a little more
like Tuscany (and we love Tuscany)
from that hill than your typical track.
But it was not built right – it needs
a lot more than a repave – it needs a
major re-do.
Blink 4

”
“Summertime, and the living is easy

Blink – We buy the track and the
land – and have no clue what we just
signed up for.
Blink 5

Blink again – 300 types of yellow
metal monsters are tearing up the old
track. We rip all of it out – chew it
up and use it as the foundation for
a completely new 2.7 mile track. It
was deigned to have enough variety (elevation change, switchbacks,
double apexes, sweepers, long back
straight with hard braking zone) to
get anyone ready for most tracks in
the country.
3000 asphalt truck loads later,
150,000 tons of moved dirt, almost
six miles of French drains, a year of
construction and the track is ready
to re-open. There is not a blade of
grass to be found on site – since we
regraded almost every inch of the
440 acre tract the track is on. Construction took about a year.
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Eagles Canyon Raceway 2.0

ECR 2.0 opened for business just
before covid hit – in fall of 2019 –
with lots of support from members
– true believers that stuck with the
track throughout construction. The
track is hardware, but the members,
the drivers are the software that really
brings it to life.
It’s a special place and a special
community – we share the passion,
the addiction and the love for anything with a motor and wheels. We
love to drive, we love to host.
October 15-17, 2021

We particularly look forward to
the PCA race this year; it is close to
both our hearts because that’s how
we started taking our cars to the
track. Last year’s event was lots of
great racing and fun – but COVID
kept socializing to a minimum. This
year we’ll throw a big party on the
hill – so come on out and join the
fun in October!

FIA APPROVED (8856-2000) | SFI/5 APPROVED

The Avanti utilizes revolutionary and proprietary advancements in material, form, function and design
synthesizing the ultimate drivers environment for performance and endurance. Lightweight and breathable
quilting of a unique 3-layer design consisting of an Aramidic outer layer, a Nomex waffle inner layer,
and PUMA’s new proprietory ‘middle layer’ offers an unmatched 33% weight reduction, an increase
in permeability (breathability) by 55%, and a higher thermal protection by 11% over other
manufacturer’s 3-layer lightweight designs.
• Anatomically correct pre-shaped body, legs and
arms create less bulk in the driving position,
increased freedom of movement and agility

• Superior driver comfort is achieved through
‘seamless’ seaming, along with a large lower
lumbar stretch panel to reduce pressure

• PUMA’s proprietary EMS system reduces the
weight/bulk in the shoulder area optimizing
the acceptance of Hans restraints

• Weight comparison: 240 gr/m2 (33% lighter
than other light-weight suits). FIA approved
(8856-2000) and SFI 3.2A/5 approved

Choose from:
• Black/white/red
• Red/black/white
• Blue/black/white
• White/black/red
• Grey/black/white
EVERFIT + PRO
FIA 8856-2000 APPROVED | SFI 3.3/5
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Air Power Racing
Driver’s Edge Autosport
Framor Safety
Performance Speed Tech
CLUB RACING NEWS

|
|
|
|

UT
BC
MX
TX

Authorized Centers Spring Mountain Motorsports
| 801-475-9380
Track First
| 604-298-5531 Wine Country Motor Sports
| (52)555276-0558 Wine Country Motor Sports
| 817-512-4780 Wine Country Motor Sports

|
|
|
|
|

NV
OH
CA
CO
FL

|
|
|
|
|

775-727-6363
234-380-5978
707-935-7223
303-799-6606
561-748-5328

To find a dealer near you: (714) 847-1501
or find us on the web at: puma.subesports.com

Subé Sports is the exclusive
distributor of PUMA Motorsports
products in the USA.
www.subesports.com

PODIO GLOVE
FIA APPROVED (8856-2000)

I would have to gain enough experience to move into actual racing.
In two years, I drove about 30 days
on track each year. After that I felt
confident enough to go out and start
racing. A few fellow PCA instructor
friends and I did Chump Car racing
in a BMW for a couple years and, at
that point I felt like I was ready for
PCA Club Racing.
The Appeal – What drew you to
Porsches specifically?

COLLIN THOMAS
DRIVEWAY TO RACEWAY
STORY & PHOTOS PROVIDED BY COLLIN THOMAS

Background – How did you first
get interested in cars or racing?

When I was in high school, I
worked for a small software development firm. I did not watch racing, and did not know anyone that
did. I knew there was such a thing
as a racetrack but I had no idea
what opportunities existed to drive
on one. However, I had this insane
desire to get a cool car and drive on
a racetrack.
Well, that job was not only helpful
for my career, but one of the people
working there, Bob Briggs, just happened to be a driving instructor with
BMW CCA and PCA.
I told Bob that I had found this
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thing online called SCCA Solo but
it does not seem to be what I want
to do. He told me to not bother with
that, it is a waste of tires and brakes.
He then proceeded to tell me all
about this amazing thing called track
days. From there I worked full time
through the rest of high school and
college with the intention of buying
a car and going to the racetrack.
While I was in college I had a
ride along in a 70’s 911 racecar at
the Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix
Schenley Park street circuit. This
was my first time in a racecar and
on a racetrack, and it confirmed I do
love being on a track as much as I
thought I would, and I need to do

it. For weeks afterwards, when I saw
people, that is all I could talk about,
how awesome blasting around in this
911 was.
I was 21 and about to graduate
from university. I was in between a
Lotus Exige and Porsche Cayman S.
Thankfully, the deal on the Exige fell
through, because I bought a 2006
Porsche Cayman S, which led me
to join PCA and have many great
friendships and days on the track.
In August 2013, with dealer plates
still on, I completed my first HPDE
with PCA at Pittsburgh International Race Complex.
I always knew I wanted to race, but
once I started with the hobby I knew

When I was growing up, like most
of my friends, I liked cars, motorcycles, and anything that looked cool
and went fast. I was probably eight
years old when I saw a neighbor
down the street with his silver Boxster with red interior. That car turned
me into a Porsche fanatic. From then
on, every time I saw a Porsche I had
to point it out.
My PCA friend ended up buying a
first generation Boxster in the same
color combo. I had kicked myself as
wished I had bought it from him,
but my SPB racecar ended up being
that color combo, so it all came full
circle.
Then there was this video on the
early days of file sharing on the internet called Gateway in Stockholm. It
featured a black 930 that fictitiously
ran from the police and rips around
Stockholm Sweden. That started me
down the air-cooled rabbit hole.
Paddock – What do you enjoy
most about PCA Club Racing?

In PCA Club Racing and PCA in
general I enjoy the people the most.
Some of my closest friends are people I met in the paddock at PCA
events. With PCA, I think you get
many passionate enthusiasts that are
also wonderful people.
Porsche Experience – What
Porsche cars have you had?

I started with 2006 Porsche
Cayman S. I bought it stock and
upgraded it as needed for track use.
The car grew with my skills. While
owning the Cayman, I purchased a
fully loaded 2003 Porsche 911 C4S.

That car was a winter vehicle for me
that I took skiing and was even an
art car for a short period done by a
local artist Baron Batch for a friends
art show called Art and Exotics.
I sold the 911 after two and half
years. At this point I was towing the
Cayman to track events. Once the
lease was up on my truck, I bought
a 2015 Cayenne Diesel. I sold the
Cayman and shortly thereafter and
bought my 1997 Porsche Boxster
SPB racecar.

Title photo: I lived downtown and
would practice car control aka drifting on snowy nights.
Top: Getting ready to start the
chump-car race at Watkins Glen.
My favorite track.
Bottom: At Summit Point PCA
Club Race. One of the best events
of the year.
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My first club race

I signed up for Mid Ohio because
friends suggested doing that before
Watkins Glen. The forecast was not
looking good, but since I paid for the
event and the hotel, I figured I would
go anyway and see what happened.
This was my 8th time at Mid Ohio
including several times in the rain.
I’ve seen plenty of cars wreck there
in the rain, so I was not too keen on
racing with the forecast, so no rain
tires in my arsenal.
Friday weather did not look too
bad and it looked like I was going
to be able to complete my rookie
requirements. Then the thunder and
lightning storms rolled in. The Stewards shut down the track for thirty
minutes. Then, maybe ten minutes
later I get a text saying my group is
going to grid, I walked over to Oliver
Lucier, a fellow SPB racer I had met
the day before, and asked if this was
a mistake. Oliver said “no they probably are going green now”. I told him
how I had not intended to drive in
the rain, and he offered to let me
borrow his rain tires. I was shocked
at the gesture and offered something
in return, but he politely objected.
Then a race Scrut came by in a
golf cart and asked who was number 23 (me). I was in shorts and flip
flops and had 10 minutes to get on
track. Oliver, Colin (the scrut), and
an SPC driver told me to get ready
while they swapped my wheels.
It was such an incredible moment
of comradery and generosity that I
am extremely grateful. I went out for
the practice starts, tip toed around
the track and completed my rookie
requirements, but not without seeing
a 944 spin two times around after
the first corner!

Top: Cayenne towing back from my
first club race, Mid Ohio
Middle: Baron Batch art car in front
of his street art in Pittsburgh
Bottom: Collin and fiance, Tena
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Be Smart, Not Sorry
Winners Do The Research

JUST DON’T CALL IT RENNSPORT

PCA TO PLAY MAJOR ROLE IN INDIANAPOLIS SPORTSCAR
TOGETHER FESTIVAL
STORY & PHOTOS FROM EBRAKE NEWS 6-26-2021

K

eep your calendars open on
the weekend of September
10-12, 2021, because Porsche
is taking over the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway with their Sportscar Together Festival. They’ve asked the Porsche
Club of America (PCA) to provide
support in the way of a Porscheplatz, model-specific corrals, a PCA
Club Racing race group, and a special display of unique and interesting
Porsches provided by our members.
While general admission tickets will
be unlimited, Porsche corral parking
will not. Be sure to get your corral
parking tickets as soon as they go on
sale. The corral is located right next
to the PorschePlatz, which is only a
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short walk to the main stage area for
Porsche. This will be the best parking
inside the track short of the VIP parking area.
Non-corral parking will be located
outside the track where you can either
take a leisurely walk to the paddock or
enjoy a free trolley or tram ride.
The Porscheplatz Hospitality Tent
will provide seating, audio/video entertainment, as well as refreshments
and snacks for attendees. Here you will
be able to enjoy driver interviews, vehicle presentations, and a place to relax and catch up with fellow members
during the day.
PCA Club Racing will host a race
group during the weekend, which

will give current license holders the
opportunity to race at the famed Indianapolis Motor Speedway using the
same course that their Formula One
and IMSA heroes have raced on in
the past. There will be a support race

for the Porsche Carrera Cup and the
Sprint Cup Challenge. Come out and

AMERICAN DESIGNED
CLUB RACING NEWS

AMERICAN MADE

cheer on your favorite racers and the
Regions they represent.
Our special display of PCA member cars will feature unique and interesting Porsches that highlight the
company’s history and future.
PCA Experience Pods will be located right outside the Porscheplatz
parking area and will highlight many
of the club’s most popular activities
to include Club Racing, Drivers Education, Tours and Rallies, Concours
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and Cars Shows, Autocross, and, of
course, PCA Juniors for enthusiasts
under 18.
Details will be upcoming on PCA’s
e-Brake News weekly email newsletter on how to register to volunteer,
where to buy corral tickets, as well as
club racing information. To read the
full Porsche press release on Sportscar Together Fest, scroll down past
the blue page break.
The event is not only a showcase

of Porsche’s newest models but
also an opportunity to experience
the lifestyle available to all its owners. There isn’t a better example of
how much fun owning a Porsche can
be than membership in the largest
Porsche club in the world.
For more information go to:
https://porschecarreracup.us/
https://www.porschesprint.com/
https://pcaclubracing.org/clubsport/

RACE READY?

Rocky Mountain Thunder Club Race
Powered by PRESTIGE IMPORTS
Sept 17*-19, 2021 -- High Plains Raceway -- Byers, Colorado
*Friday, Sept. 17 – Optional High Plains Open Track – not a PCA event.

Registration Opens: Mon Aug 2nd
Register at: http://register.pca.org
More Details: http://rmr.pca.org/clubrace

© 2018 Stephen Krupnick
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*Pre race and event preparation
*Enclosed professional transportation
*Track side support and service
*Track car maintenance, builds,
Development and support
*Professional racing arrive and drive programs
in IMSA and SRO America World Challenge
*Proud dealer and installer: Forgeline, JRZ,
Porsche Motorsport, TPC, Bosch, Aim & Motec
*Porsche Approved Collision Center
*Bolt in roll bars & custom weld in roll cages

2021 HARD CHARGERS

NOLA — MAY 14-16
Harold Pettit Jr
Michael Seningen
B J Nichols

BY DAVID ANDERSON, CHIEF OF NATIONAL TIMING & SCORING
Name

Region

Class

Description

SPB
GTA1
SPB
SPB
SP1
SP1
GTB1

97
05
98
99
88
88
08

Start

Finish

Index

19
8
13
14
19
20
21

16
4
10
11
16
17
18

3
4
3
3
3
3
3

Race

DIA
SDO
GG
GG
SDO
AZ
GG

Boxster
GT3 RSR Cup
Boxster
Boxster
924S
944
Cayman S

Sprint
Sprint
Sprint
Sprint
Sprint
Sprint
Sprint

Race
Race
Race
Race
Race
Race
Race

1
2
3
3
3
3
3

COTA — FEBRUARY 26-28
Charlie Craig
Charles Wirken
Alan Benjamin
Tra Townsend
Chris Dooley
John Shofner
Mark Smith

CTV
AZ
RMR
LST
PST
MAV
GG

GTC6
GTD1
GTC1
SP911
SPC
SPB
SPB

14
16
90
82
06
99
98

991.1 Cup
GT4 Clubsport
964 Euro Cup
911 SC
CAYMAN S
BOXSTER
BOXSTER

20
26
27
14
29
39
40

10
23
11
5
18
28
29

10
3
16
9
11
11
11

Blue Sprint Race 1
Blue Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 1
Red Sprint Race 2
Red/Blue Enduro
Red/Blue Enduro
Red/Blue Enduro

NST
RMT
RMT

GT5
SP1
SP1

72 911
87 944
87 944

16
23
10

6
18
4

10
5
6

Sprint Race 1
Sprint Race 2
Sprint Race 3

HEARTLAND MOTORSPORTS PARK — APRIL 17-18
Mark Hoffman
Alan Weiner
Walt Fricke
Ronnie Brown

GPL
NST
RMT
LST

GTB1
911 Cup
D
SPB

10 Cayman S
87 911
S 82 911SC
99 Boxster

13
22
22
15

9
18
14
11

4
4
8
4

Sprint
Sprint
Sprint
Sprint

Race
Race
Race
Race

1
1
2
3

GTB1
SPC
F
911 Cup
GTC3
GTC3
GTC3
GTC3
GTC3
SPB
SPB
SP3
SPB
SPB
SPB
VO
VO
VU
VGTO
VU
VO

Cayman S
Cayman
S 01 Boxster S
82 911SC
03 GTC3
05 911 GT3 Cup
04 995 Cup
03 GTC3
06 996 Cup
99 Boxster
98 Boxster
94 968 Firehawk
99 Boxster
99 Boxster
99 Boxster
V 80 911
V 73 911RSR
V 69 911R
V 70 911
V 69 911R
V74 911RSR

17
21
31
28
13
16
18
10
15
30
32
14
20
26
31
14
6
11
3
8
11

6
10
19
20
7
9
11
6
11
23
25
6
12
15
20
10
4
9
2
7
10

11
11
12
8
6
7
7
4
4
7
7
8
8
11
11
4
2
2
1
1
1

Green Sprint Race 1
Green Sprint Race 1
Green Sprint Race 2
Green Sprint Race 3
Orange Sprint Race 1
Orange Sprint Race 2
Orange Sprint Race 2
Orange Sprint Race 3
Orange Sprint Race 3
White Sprint Race 1
White Sprint Race 1
White Sprint Race 2
White Sprint Race 2
White Sprint Race 3
White Sprint Race 3
Vintage Sprint Race 1
Vintage Sprint Race 2
Vintage Sprint Race 2
Vintage Sprint Race 3
Vintage Sprint Race 3
Vintage Sprint Race 3

LIME ROCK PARK — APRIL 23-24
Austin Krainz
Dwayne Moses
Harry Kintzi
Eric Elezovic
Lee Lasberg
Dwayne Moses
Jose Roque
Lee Lasberg
John Bauer
James Rothenberger
Mark Caraluzzi
Michael Stach
Todd Roth
James Rothenberger
Jeff Lanka
Jarrad Jacobs
David Hutchins
Franklin Pray
Claudio Kaempf
Franklin Pray
Frank Rauscher
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CTV
POT
CPA
CTV
CTV
POT
JSH
CTV
MNY
RTR
CTV
CTV
MNY
RTR
MNY
RTR
CTV
CTV
WMI
CTV
RTR

12 Cayman S
8
99 Boxster
16
20 Cayman Clubsport 10

4
14
6

4
2
4

Sprint Race 1
Sprint Race 2
Sprint Race 3

Topher everett
John Gilliland
Chris Kechejian
Duane Crandall
Scott Neal
David Hurt
S/N Meissner

GTB1
GTB1
SPB
911 Sup
GTA3
GTC7
911 Cup

12 Cayman S
06 Cayman S
99 Boxster
S 82 911 Euro SC
16 991.1 Cup
18 991.2 Cup
79 911 Euro SC

30
26
23
23
7
17
21

14
17
10
16
4
14
3

16
9
13
7
3
3
18

Red Sprint Race 1
Red Sprint Race 2
Yellow Sprint Race 1
Yellow Sprint Race 2
Blue Enduro
Blue Enduro
Green Enduro

SPB
SPB
911CUP
I
SP997
GTC7
SP3
GTB1

98 BOXSTER
98 BOXSTER
87 911
S 02 996
09 911 S
19 991.2 GT3 CUP
89 944S2
12 CAYMAN

27
33
56
28
46
29
42
27

11
19
39
19
28
14
23
12

16
14
17
9
18
15
19
15

Yellow Sprint Race 1
Yellow Sprint Race 2
Green Sprint Race 1
Green Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 1
Red Sprint Race 2
Black Enduro
Pink Enduro

GT4
GTD1
GTD2
SP911

75
16
19
76

911
GT4 Clubsport
GT4 Clubsport
911

15
20
17
13

6
11
6
10

9
9
11
3

Sprint
Sprint
Sprint
Sprint

Race
Race
Race
Race

1
1
2
3

INT
INT
INT
GG
INT

911 Cup
SPB
GTA3
SP911
SPB

87
99
12
77
99

911
Boxster
GT3
911
Boxster

43
34
7
17
20

33
26
4
14
17

10
8
3
3
3

Sprint
Sprint
Sprint
Sprint
Sprint

Race
Race
Race
Race
Race

1
2
3
3
3

RMT
NNJ
LST
CAR
MAV
LST
POT
HCT
POT
CTV
PAL
NE
NNJ
CHO
MAV
SFL
CAR
CAR
CHO
POT

GT5
SP3
SP997
SPC
SP996
SP997
SPC
SP996
H
GTC7
GTC5
GTD1
GTD2
SP3
SPB
SPB
GTC6
VO
VO
VU

72 911T
15
92 968 Firehawk
19
09 997S
18
06 Cayman S
25
02 996
10
09 997S
12
06 Cayman S
14
99 996 C2
15
S 08 997
16
18 991.2 Cup
19
125 Cup
13
16 GT4 Clubsport EVO 24
20 GT4 Clubsport
28
94 968
14
99 Boxster
19
99 Boxster
21
14 991.1 Cup
16
V 69 911
19
V 74 911
18
V 72 914-6
12

8
8
9
16
5
7
9
10
11
14
9
20
24
9
14
16
8
14
13
10

7
11
9
9
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
7
4
5
5
5
8
5
5
2

White Sprint Race 1
White Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 1
Red Sprint Race 1
Red Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 2
Black Sprint Race 1
Black Sprint Race 2
Black Sprint Race 2
Black Sprint Race 2
Yellow Enduro
Yellow Enduro
Yellow Enduro
Orange Enduro
Vintage Sprint Race 1
Vintage Sprint Race 2
Vintage Sprint Race 3

PST
POT
MAV
NST
DAK
CHO
LST

SEBRING — FEBRUARY 5-7
Jason Woz
Michael Hemingway
Rob Trollinger
Greg Pickeral
Dale Rye
Jeff Majkrzak
Mike Walsdorf
J Johnson/D Drislane

NCT
RMT
APR
CAR
HCT
NST
CHO
NER

THUNDERHILL — APRIL 3-4

HASTINGS RANCH — MAY 29-30
Ben Merriman
David Nelson
David Nelson

GTB1
SPB
GTD2

ROAD ATLANTA — APRIL 9-11

BUTTONWILLOW — MAY 22-23
Doug Boccignone
John Ball
Matt Kehoe
Andrew Forrest
Paul Young
Randy Bergum
Ron Randolph

MG
HCT
CIN

Peter Czajkowski
Charles Wirken
Jim Rappaport
David Stomp

SDO
AZ
SNV
GG

UMC (MILLER) — JUNE 12-13
Bob Jones
Tim Martin
David Lockwood
Michael Cullinan
Tim Martin

VIR — JUNE 12-13
Alan Benjamin
John Paton
Darren Fenz
Jeff Scott
Glenn Wiedenbeck
Darren Fenz
Dwayne Moses
Walker Jezek
Ryan Magrab
Charlie Craig
Travis Bedson
Colin Mazzola
Josef Petkes
Jim Hamman
Daniel Shofner
Travis Chambers
Rick Stafford
Marvin Jennings
Gary Knoblauch
Scott Krueger
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WATKINS GLEN — JUNE 4-6
Gene Raymondi

CNY

E

S 04 Boxster

12

7

5

Green Sprint 1

Livio Galanti

MAV

SPB

99 Boxster

7

2

5

Green Sprint 2

Charlie Craig

CTV

GTA3

18 991.2 Cup

26

16

10

Red Sprint 1

Brian Hicks

MOH

GTC6

16 991.1 GT3 Cup

31

21

10

Red Sprint 1

Geoff Isringhausen

CHO

GTC7

18 GT3 Cup

16

9

7

Red Sprint 2

Charlie Craig

CTV

GTA3

18 991.2 Cup

19

12

17

Red Sprint 2

Brian Hicks

MOH

GTC6

16 991.1 GT3 Cup

21

14

7

Red Sprint 2

Steve Schindler

NCT

SPC

06 Cayman

33

20

13

Yellow Sprint 1

Scott Bresnahan

POT

911 Cup

88 911

50

36

14

Yellow Sprint 2

Jeff Pawlowski

CHO

SP3

90 944

30

16

14

Orange Enduro

David Nissenbaum

MNY

F

S 00 Boxster S

37

24

13

Purple Enduro

Stephen Keneally

SBA

GTA1

01 996 Cup

33

25

8

White Enduro

MADNESS AT MID OHIO!
AUGUST 13-15 2021

Phone: 203-723-8928
www. SoftronicSoftware.com
email: Info@SoftronicSoftware.com

Softronic is the leading producer of racing
and street performance software.
®

m

Softronic®-tuned cars have won the GT Class
at the Rolex 24 at Daytona and powered every
car in the Cayman Interseries.
Softronic® software has also powered winning
cars and top finishers in the ultra-competitive
World Challenge Series, Continental Tire
SportsCar Challenge Series, and PCA races
from coast to coast.
Street or track, Softronic® software helps you
put the competition in your rear view mirror.

club race

club race registration opens Monday, June 28th, 2021
• 2021 PCA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP POINTS SERIES
• 2021 944 Cup East Chapter Racing Series
FRIDAY- PRACTICE AND FUN-RACES, SATURDAY- 2 SPRINT RACES, SUNDAY 70 MINUTE ENDURO
Chip Henderson, club.race@morpca.org Dave Stetson, registrar@morpca.org

Spencer Cox at the wheel of his GTB1 National Championship-winning Cayman.
Enhanced with Softronic® software.
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OUTSTANDING DRIVER AWARD
OG Racing announces the OG Racing Outstanding
Driver Award that is proudly presented to those select
racers who raced respectfully and safely for a minimum
of five incident-free races in 2020. Despite the challenges
PCA Club Racing and all the racers faced during the
COVID-19 Pandemic, we were all still able to get to do
some racing. So a huge “thank you” is in order to the
PCA Club Racing national staff and all the host region
volunteers who made racing in 2020 possible! It is great
to see many familiar names from past years and new ones
this year. OG Racing Outstanding Driver Award recipients will receive the following:
• 15% off your favorite racing brake pads from OG Racing for all of 2020! Discount is taken off of our retail prices
and include free UPS Ground shipping with you order.
• When you call to redeem your special pricing, make
sure to ask for your Custom Award Sticker and Suit Patches
recognizing your accomplishments. We can also provide
each eligible racer with a special Outstanding Driver code
to obtain your special pricing on online orders. We hope
that the 2019 winners remain OG Racing Outstanding
Driver Award winners for many years to come.
This is our way of saying “Thank You” for actively participating in PCA Club Racing and helping us in “Making
Racing Safer.” We hope to see even more names on the list
next year! OG Racing has been a proud sponsor of PCA
Club Racing since 1998. Veteran owned, and with a PCA
racer on staff, they specialize in automotive performance
driver gear and are a master warehouse distributor for
many of the best brands in the safety equipment world like
Sparco, Alpinestars, OMP, Arai, Bell, HANS, Roux, Simpson, Stilo, and many others. Their extensive inventory also
offers many performance products, such as Performance
Friction, Hawk, and other performance brake pads. They
also stock AIM Data and Video Systems, along with the
Apex Pro. With a fully stocked, 12,000 sq/ft warehouse
located just outside of Washington, DC, OG Racing is
proud to ship 98% of all orders the same day!

JEFFREY LENT

DALE RYE

CHRISTOPHER FAHY

STEVE LINZ

DAVID SAFRIS

RYAN FARRAGUT

LES LONG

STEVE SCHINDLER

DAVID FELKER

RYAN MAGRAB

ROLAND SCHMIDT

DARREN FENZ

JEFF MAJKRZAK

COLLIN SCHMITZ

FRANCIS FLORIDO

SAM MAMMANO

MICHAEL SCHMITZ

PRICE FORD

DAVID MANN

STEVE SCHNEIDER

ANDREW FORREST

ANDREW MARKS

MICHAEL SENINGEN

WALT FRICKE

PIERCE MARSHALL
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CORY FRIEDMAN
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JOHN SHOFNER

FRANK GARCIA

DAN MAYER

ANDY SIMPKINSON
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KELLY McKNIGHT

CHIP SMITH

RYAN GATES

HUNT McMAHON

JEFF SMITH

PAUL GEORGESON

JUSTIN McMILLIN

MARK SMITH

SEAN GIBBONS

NIELS MEISSNER

ROBERT SMITH

PHIL GILSDORF

SIGGI MEISSNER

TIM SMITH

KENNETH GREEN-

MIKE MIHAYLOV

BEHRAM SOONAWALA

BERG

BILL MILLER

HEATH SPENCER

BRYAN GREENUP

PHILIP MITCHELL

ALAIN STAD

JOHN GUNTER

DWAYNE MOSES

RICK STAFFORD

ALEX HAILE

RICHARD MOUREY

ALEX STEELE

MATT HALCOME

ROBERT MURILLO

MICHAEL STEWART

JIM HAMMAN

SEAN NEEL

JOE STILL

DALE HARTZELL

DAVID NELSON

JAN SUSSMAN

MICHAEL HEMINGWAY

B J NICHOLS

CARL TALLARDY

CHIP HENDERSON

KEN NIELSEN

WILL TALLY

PAT HEPTIG

PAUL NORWOOD

TRA TOWNSEND

DAVID HERRINGTON

JEFF NOWELL

ROB TROLLINGER

DENNIS HIFFMAN

BERNARD NUSS-

LAWRENCE TRUNK JR

DAVID HIGGINS

BAUMER

MICHAEL TSANG

SETH HIGGINS

KEITH OLCHA

DALE TUETY

MARK HILL

CLAS OLSSON

BILLY VAN GINKEL

DAVID HODGES

TIM O’MEARA

MIKE WALSDORF

KAREN HOLMES

TODD PAJONAS

MARK WALTERS

G ISRINGHAUSEN

CHRIS PEDERSEN

BRIAN WATSON

G ISRINGHAUSEN JR

MARC PENSABENE

BRIAN WEATHERED

ADAM JASPERS

KRIS PIPPIN

BRAD WEBER

KEN AGENA

SCOTT BRESNAHAN

STON

RANDALL JOE

SCOTT PLUNKETT

STAN WENGER

HOYT AMMIDON

ANTHONY BROWN

MICHAEL CULLINAN

ERIK JOHNSON

RICK POLK

LARRY WEXLER

DAN ASPESI

RONNIE BROWN

PETER CZAJKOWSKI

CLAUDIO KAEMPF

BENJAMIN POOK

MARK WHITE

GRIFF ASPLUNDH

ANDREW BURKE

SETH DAVIDOW

SHAWN KEELER

JOHN POOR

GLENN WIEDENBECK

RAPHAEL ASSUNCAO

MITCHELL BUTAUD

PETER DEBUSMANN

LEH KEEN

JUAN PORRO

LAWSON WILDER

JOE BANK

MARK CALZARETTA

DAMON DeCASTRO

ROBERT KIM

ERIC RAHENKAMP

MICHAEL WILLIAMS

EUGEN BASHA

GREG CHIOCCO

ANTON DIAS PERERA

BRUCE KINGSLEY

WILLIAM RAMSEY

GRADY WILLINGHAM

FRED BEASLEY

JOHN COLLIER

JOE DILLON

HARRY KINTZI

RON RANDOLPH

ERIK WINBERG

STEVE DIMAKOS

GARY KNOBLAUCH

GENE RAYMONDI

JASON WINBERG

JONATHAN BEDNARSH GARY COLLINS
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MIKE FAEMS

JOHN BEIDLER

STEVE COOMES

DAVID DUNIGAN

THOMAS KOHLER

MARK REED

SUSAN WINBERG

SCOTT BELLES

BILL CORCORAN

ED DUNNE

ROLAND KRAINZ

RENE ROBICHAUD

CHARLES WIRKEN

ALAN BENJAMIN

BILL COULTER

DONALD EHINGER

CHARLES KRAUSE

ANGUS ROGERS

JASON WOZ

TOM BLOOM

JEFF COVERT

JAMES ELASKY

DAVID KUCHRAWY

GREG ROJIK

TRENT YOUNG

MITCH BOWLING

CHARLIE CRAIG

MICHAEL EMBLER

TJ LARSEN

JOSE ROQUE

ROB BRANTHOVER

JOHN CRANE

STEVE ERICKSON

CHERYL LEHMAN

J ROTHENBERGER

CHARLES BRAY

THOMAS CROOK-

TOPHER EVERETT
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COLLIER

BILL RUDTNER



Deep shoulder supports
Back mount capable
Cool air induction
Head Restraint & Non HR models
4 sizes to suit all body shapes
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ROAD ATLANTA 2021
STORY BY SKIP CARTER; PHOTOS BY BRIAN WONG

W

ell, I finally made it. Road
Atlanta has been on my
“never been; got to get
there soon” list for as long as I can
remember. I’ve always heard what a
great facility it is and that it was one
of our larger events.
As soon as COVID looked like I
might be able to get on an airplane
soon, Road Atlanta slotted in as my
first, best opportunity to Get Out of
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Dodge. And with round trip, nonstop flights from San Diego at about
$300, the opportunity was here.
Now, please don’t think that food
is always at the top of my list, but
it is certainly always in the conversation. Two or three decades ago my
oldest daughter turned me on to her
favorite fried chicken restaurant on
the planet: The Colonnade in downtown Atlanta.

Landing mid afternoon, I picked
up the rental car and realized that I
had not eaten all day. Surprised that
I actually had to think about where
to eat, once The Colonnade came to
mind I set the GPS and walked into
the door about 15 minutes later.
After a great dinner I made the
short drive to the event hotel in Braselton, ready to hit the track Thursday morning.

Several weeks earlier I had
exchanged emails with Andrew
Douglas and Mike Hooper, the Road
Atlanta co-chairs. They were very
helpful and, knowing that this was
my first visit, they took great care
of me. This included being the passenger with a very experienced GT3
driver as a lead car for lunch time
Charity laps. He showed me precise
details about how to drive the track.
A great experience. Everyone I dealt
with at this event was gracious and
helpful.
From the moment I stepped foot
on the property, it was obvious that
this was one of the best race tracks I
had ever been to. Andrew was able to
fill me in on a lot of the history. The
topography, variety of turns, quality
of the facility overall, the volunteers,
the food. I see why people speak so
highly about it.
As usual, the volunteer staff were
doing their best to take care of everyone. I arrived early on Thursday so
I had an opportunity to get familiar with the layout of the property...
And a lot of property there is.
I didn’t know what to expect, but
was surprised to find almost no one
wearing a mask. In the few weeks
prior, it was obvious that there had
been a break in COVID and things
were starting to open up, but this
was the first time I’d experienced it. I
have to say, it took me a little getting
used to.
The tower building was amazing.
The view of the track and paddock
from up there is spectacular
I spend most of my time walking
through the paddock looking for
interesting cars and people. I take a
few photographs primarily to put a
face to the names of people I speak
with (the only way I have a chance
of remembering). This is the number one way I develop stories for this
magazine, and Road Atlanta gave me
a lot to work with. The cover story
and photo is just one example.
I want to thank Brian Wong (the
photographer PCA assigned to cover
the event) for making sure I received
a lot of great photos. I’ve worked
APRIL - JUNE 2021
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with Brian and his cohort, Victor
Newman many times, Without them
and others like them, we would not
have the great quality photos that
we’ve become used to.
All in all I really enjoyed my first
visit to Road Atlanta. It was nice to
see several PCA friends who I usually
don’t get to see other than at Parade
each year. I also want to express my
appreciation of some of the excellent
restaurants in the Braselton area,
including The Galloping Galette, a
wonderful little French location.
I left the track Sunday afternoon
headed back to a hotel in Atlanta and
an early flight Monday. As I neared
Atlanta I realized that I could stop
for one more fried chicken dinner at
The Colonnade, which was as enjoyable the second time as the first.
Traveling to Club Races is always
a lot of work, a lot of fun and always
makes me smile. I’ve been a PCA
member since the 1980s. Like so
many I speak with, I had no idea that
PCA would be the source of so much
enjoyment and great friends.

September 3-6
Club Race and DE
Friday: Optional Racer Only
Lapping Sessions (PCA DE Rules)
Sunday: Two Sprints
Monday: 90 Minute Enduro
Fri-Mon: Solo Only DE Sessions
944Cup East, Clubsport, Triple Trofeo and
2021 National Championship (all classes) Series Points Races

Hosted by:

Registration opens Monday, July 19, 9p CDT http://register.pca.org
Chair: Cheryl Lehman Collier @ roadamerica-trac@pca-chicago.org

Above: Photographer Brian Wong
Bottom right: Lynn Friedman and
Connor Henderson
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PCA CLUB RACING 2021
CONTINGENCY PROGRAMS
BY CONNOR HENDERSON, CLUB RACING BUSINESS MANAGER

Here is an outline of the various contingency programs available to racers. Award specifics, guidelines, forms, and the most current
program information can be found at https://pcaclubracing.org/contingency/

				

DATA LOGGERS #4
DATA LOGGING RATES

•

GTC 4-8 – Tires awarded to class winners of two championship points races (Sprint 2 and the Enduro
or Sprint 3 if there is no Enduro) having two or more starters

•

GTB 1-3 – Tires awarded to class winners of two championship points races (Sprint 2 and the Enduro
or Sprint 3 if there is no Enduro) having two or more starters

•

Any open tire class running Pirelli Racing Slicks – Monetary discount to podium finishers

•

Any racer or team who purchases five sets of Pirelli racing tires through Frisby Tire will receive a
$2,000 rebate towards their next set. This is applicable to all spec and open classes in which Pirelli
tires are used

•

SP2, SP3, 911 CUP, E, GTA1, GTA2, and GTA3 classes – Tires awarded to podium finishers with five or
more cars in class

•

SP1, SP2, SP3, SP996, SP997, SPB, SPC, D, E, and 911 Cup Class – Discount for podium finishers

•

SP1 Class and SPB Class – Toyo Bucks awarded to 1st thru 5th based on number of cars in class

•

SPB – “MCS Cash” for registered winners if 8 or more cars in class

STORY & PHOTOS BY MATT ROMANOWSKI, TRAILBRAKE.COM

I

n conversations with people
recently, logging rates have come
up a few times. Logging rates are
critical to getting good data and they
can contribute to making your data
easier, or harder to use. While some
logging rates are set for some components, others have a large range of
choices available. We will dig in and
look at some different sensors and
what rates are important.
An area to start the conversation
is how logging rates are measured.
The setting that we will be changing is Hertz, abbreviated Hz. The
Hz measurement is times per second, so 1 Hz is 1 measurement per
second and 500 Hz is 500 times per
second. The first thing to consider
for all logging rates is how fast the
signal will change. For engine health
parameters like oil temperature,
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they don’t change very quickly. Pressures can change much quicker, but
it’s important to evaluate what you
want to know. For things like fuel
pressure, you can often log it a little
slower than other pressures as it’s not
as variable and you are not as worried
about a small dip. Often, fuel pressure will be logged at 2 or 5 Hz.
Oil Pressure is something that
is a little more important and can
change quicker. I normally set oil
pressure to 10 Hz. This allows you
to see some more detail in your data.
One of the important areas to check
is oil pressure versus G forces. Many
people know looking at oil pressure
versus lateral G forces, but checking
longitudinal and vertical G forces is
important as well. Losing oil pressure
is a sure fire way to have mechanical
problems!

Using included GPS channel data to compare oil pressure is a great opportunity
to make your data protect your Porsche,
but the logging rates of the system are
critical to be able to see the event

For driver inputs, I like to monitor
everything at 50 Hz a second. When
looking at things like brake inputs
if a car is doing 100 mph, it’s covering roughly 147 feet per second.
Sampling that measurement, gives us
a measurement every 3 feet in track
distance. When looking at a braking
zone at 150 mph, 50 Hz gives us a
measurement every 4.5 feet. When
looking at the best drivers, we see
that they are able to repeat their
inputs within 3 feet, so that measurement speed is important!

APRIL - JUNE 2021
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Suggested Data Sampling Rates

Engine RPM
Temp - Engine Water
Temp - Engine Oil
Temp - Gearbox
Temp - Tires
Temp - Track
Pressure - Engine Oil
Pressure - Engine Water
Pressure - Gearbox Oil
Pressure - Fuel (Carb)
Pressure - Fuel (Injected)
Pressure - Tires
Speed
Battery Voltage
Position - Steering
Position - Throttle
Pressure - Brake
Acceleration - Lat, Long, Vert
Gyro
Position - Suspension
Position - Gear
Air/Fuel Ratio

The same 50 Hz is important for
Updated Oct 21 2020
steering
and throttle inputs. Here it
is not only for the distance covered
while the inputs are done, but also
for the fact that we want to be able
to see the speed of the input. The
speed of throttle pickup, steering,
and braking determines how the car
handles those inputs, the vehicles
performance, and the overall chassis
balance.
Suspension parameters like shock
positon (if you are lucky enough
to have them), tire temps, or brake
temps need to be monitored at very
high rates. The minimum for shock
sensors is 250 Hz and many people,
myself included, monitor them at
500 Hz. This is an aera where different people have different opinions. If
you look around, you will find people who run shock position at 1,000
Hz and higher!
The final thing to talk about is
GPS speed. GPS is at the heart of
almost all data systems now and is
only not used when the rules ban
it. Cell phone apps (like Harry’s
Lap Timer and Track Attack) work
completely off cell phone data. The
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20
5
5
5
50
5
10
10
10
10
20
2
20
5
20
20
20
50
50
200
10
20

Knox
Book
20
1
1
1

Segers
Book

10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
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20
20
20
20
20
20
200
10

Fey
Book

5
5
5

Formula SAE
Whiton
100
1
1
1

50

100
50
50
50

20
20
20

500

200

challenge with the phone apps is
they work at 1 or 5 Hz most often.
When doing 100 mph, that is only
one measurement every 100 or 30
feet. Not very often! The current
crop of GPS systems log data at 10
Hz and AiM has recently released
a 25 Hz GPS antenna. This greatly
improves data and the calculated G
Force values that are available. In
this better data, you get more accurate and finer readings of the vehicle’s
speed and g forces. This allows you
to define brake points, acceleration,
and the vehicles line more accurately
and make better comparisons.
The final consideration in logging
rates is memory usage. While this

100
100
100
100

2021 PCA CLUB RACING
NATIONAL SPONSORS

TrailBrake
Romanowski
20
1
1
1
50
5
10
10
10
10
10
1
10
1
50
50
50
20
20
500
10
20

For direct access to sponsor website,
go to https://pcaclubracing.org/sponsors/

For the chart above: While many
different people have slightly different suggestions, you’ll see that they
are all pretty similar

used to be a more important factor,
the current generation of loggers
have very large memory banks and
can hold huge amounts of data. Logging at higher rates than we used to,
when warranted, is not a problem
anymore and the storage of the information is not a problem.
We just have to remember that,
while we can log oil pressure at 200
Hz, it’s not needed and just creates
additional noise in the data.

MOTORSPORTS

EVENT ADS
PAGE EVENT
21 Brainerd
32 High Plains
36 Mid Ohio
43 Road America

DATE
Jul 23-25
Sep 17-19		
Aug 13-16
Sep 3-6

PAGE EVENT
DATE
30 Sonoma 1 Jul 3-4
43 Summit
Sep 17-19
49 Thunderbolt Aug 13-15
15 West Coast Series (calendar)
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Bob Helm photo

Presenting the 14th Annual

Schattenbaum Showdown
Photo ad: $40 for 2 issues. Contact Skip Carter for credit card form: SkipCarter@pobox.com
2008 997.1 GT3 Cup Car

Sponsored by Cherry Hill Porsche
New Jersey Motorsports Park
August 13–15, 2021 Thunderbolt
Raceway

$59,950 OBO

Excellent condition. Recent clutch. DE driving ONLY for the last 10 years. (2:14s at
Sebring) One set of extra wheels
97.1 hours on a JB Racing rebuild
Ron Zitza (407)448-1852 or teamzotz@aol.com

			

1985 944 SP1 Club Racer (trailer optional)

(21.2)

$8,000

Very strong, dependable track car. Fresh engine and tranny, Guard LSD, short 5th,
AMB, Longacre convex mirror, hood pins, Sparco steering wheel, Odyessy battery, Nomex shifter boot, fire system, Weltmeister frt sway bar, Tarett rear bar, steel front control
arms, 400# front springs, coil over, 30mm rear torsion bar, cool suit, roll cage, race
seats and harnesses, spare fuel jugs, stock muffler, 2 sets wheels/tires & other parts.
PCA log book. Open trailer (with winch) available for $2,000. San Diego
Skip Carter 619.992.9927 SkipCarter@pobox.com			

1966 Porsche 911 Vintage IMSA Race Car

Register from Monday, June 28, 2021
See pcaclubracing.org/schedule/ and schattenbaum.org
Schattenbaum Region, Porsche Club of America

(21.2)

$125,000

Race car built & developed by privateer John Johnson in the early 1980s and campaigned in
IMSA GTU class. As a crew member for Garretson and Dick Barbour,
Johnson had access to 934 & 935 customer cars and leftover parts. He
reportedly built this car (#8) in late 1979 and piloted it to a sixth-place
overall finish at its first IMSA outing in 1981 at Laguna Seca. Walt Maas
& Johnson piloted #8 at Laguna Seca & Sears Point 1983 and in 1984.
It has a naturally aspirated 2.5 with twin-plug heads paired with an
upside down 4-speed 935 transaxle. Coil-over suspension, reinforced
chassis, vented 930 brakes, larger sway bars, 16” Gotti wheels, and
more. With Ex-IMSA race cars featured at the 2019 Monterey Reunion,
#81 was brought out after 33 years of storage for a $144k refurbishment. Approximately four hours of runtime since refurbinshment.
Contact Paul Friedman 949.375.1414 PST or aflatsix@gmail.com for
more history.
(21.2)

ON THE COVER
V O L U M E

Brian Wong took this photo at
Road Atlanta this year. The Gulf
Blue #329 SP1 944 belongs to
Tim Pruitt. Here’s what Tim says:
“The young man is the son of a
co-worker. I told his dad about
the cover and he was so excited
that it gave him goose bumps. He
knows his son will be so excited.

DE Insurance you can count on

Protect your investment with Off-Track Insurance for your
competition vehicle, and DE Insurance while participating in
non-competitive events.

LocktonMotorsports.com

The Lockton Motorsports Insurance program is administered by Lockton Afﬁnity, LLC d/b/a Lockton Afﬁnity Insurance
Brokers LLC in California #0795478. Coverage is subject to actual policy terms and conditions. Policy beneﬁts are the
sole responsibility of the issuing insurance company. Porsche Club of America will receive a royalty fee for the
licensing of its name and trademarks as part of the insurance program offered to the extent permitted by applicable
law. Not available in all states.

Roark is 5 years old. His first PCA
Club Race was in 2019 when he
was 3. He is very smart and loves
cars, so I try to use his race visits
to teach him some skills.
He loves to torque the lug nuts
and check tire pressure. Of
course he cannot torque them to
90 foot-pounds but I set the
torque wrench to 10 ft-pounds

2 9

•

E D I T I O N

2 1 . 2

•

S P O N S O R E D

B Y

P O R S C H E

C L U B

O F

A M E R I C A

and he does all the lug nuts making
sure that it clicks every time!
He told his dad that I have the big
orange arrow on the hood so that I
know what direction to drive the car.
In fact he and his dad were in
Walmart and Roark saw a Hot
Wheels Ford GT-40 in the Gulf Livery
and he had to buy it for me. He visited me at work and was so excited
to present me with the hot wheels
car in my paint scheme.
I gave him my last worn out steering
wheel. He has it hanging in his bedroom and takes it off the wall when
there are large cardboard boxes that
he can get into and pretend he is
driving a race car. He makes car
noises and shifting gears.

He plays with legos and he saw
the Porsche 911 kit and had to
have it. He and his dad completed the white 911 lego car. However, he was disappointed that it
was not Gulf blue and orange
(his favorite colors). He is convinced that I painted the car these
colors for him.

Photo credit: Sideline Sports Photography, courtesy of Chin Track Days
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World Fastest Turbo S
EKanooRacing

1/4 Mile Record 9.397 @ 146MPH

1st Place - Time Attack 2
Porsche of Colorado Springs

2015 Pikes Peak International Hill Climb

World Fastest Turbo S (Stock Turbo)
Predator Performance

Vengeance Racing

1/2 Mile Record @ 177MPH

1/4 Mile Record 9.717 @ 143MPH

